Numerous knowledge bases have been published on the web, and there are serious heterogeneous problems among them. Unifying these knowledge bases at the semantic level can better promote the development of the Linked Data Project. Various effective methods, the mainstream one of which is the iterative entity alignment algorithm based on TransE (Translation-based Embedding, an efficient knowledge graph embedding representation algorithm), have been put forward to solve the heterogeneous problems among knowledge bases. Although the TransE-based iterative entity alignment algorithm can shorten the distance between two entities with the same semantics, it has low accuracy because it ignores the importance of semantic aggregation generated by many attributes of entities in the entity alignment process. To solve this problem, a novel entity alignment algorithm based on semantic aggregation and attribute attention, named EASA, is proposed in this paper. On the one hand, semantic aggregation of entities can be generated by different attributes and attribute values. On the other hand, the addition of attribute attention can be used to distinguish the different roles of different attributes in the entity alignment process. The experimental results show that our method achieves significant improvements compared to baselines for entity alignment on Chinese and English datasets. The data and source code for this paper can be obtained from https://www.github.com/xinan711456/EASA. INDEX TERMS Entity alignment, semantic aggregation, attribute attention, knowledge base embedding.
I. INTRODUCTION
Various large-scale knowledge bases are published on the Internet, such as DBpedia [1] , Yago, CN-DBpedia [2] , XLore [3] , and Zhishi.me. However, these knowledge bases are designed and created independently by different individuals or groups, which makes the heterogeneous problems among knowledge bases serious and largely affects the unified integration of multi-knowledge bases at the semantic level. This problem hinders the development of Web 3.0 of the ''Web of Knowledge''. As the main method to solve this problem, entity alignment technology has great research value and has become a hot research direction.
Entity alignment (also known as entity resolution or entity matching) contributes significantly to the development of reading comprehension, machine translation and intelligent question-and-answer systems. The basic task is to identify The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Chao Tan . whether two entities from different datasets have semantic matching. For example, the entities ''Liaoning Aircraft Carrier from Baidu Encyclopedia'' and ''Hudong Encyclopedia China Liaoning Aircraft Carrier'' have different names, but both point to the same object in the real world, so they should be merged. However, entity alignment is a complex, time-consuming and error-prone task with complex computation, a lack of prior alignment data and poor data quality [4] . In view of these three problems, the main methods of entity alignment are to divide the data into blocks to reduce the amount of computation, to manually mark the data for supervised learning and to solve some data quality problems by means of machine learning. The research presented in this paper is mainly based on the latter.
In view of the relatively high data quality, the large number of users and the semi-structured information of encyclopedic data, scholars have provided entity alignment schemes for the three major Chinese encyclopedias. Chen and Pan [5] constructed feature templates with attribute values of Chinese encyclopedias, used co-occurrence probability of attribute values and the extended space vector model to achieve automatic disambiguation of terms. Niu et al. [6] mainly used the redirect information and synonym function of the encyclopedia search engine to increase the numbers of entity alignment and provided a dataset-independent semi-supervised learning algorithm. Based on the information of message boxes, the EIFPS (Extended Inverse Functional Property Suite) rule was used to iteratively search for new high-quality aligned entities. The drawback is that only the surface character features of the entities are used, and no in-depth entity alignment research is carried out. To improve the result of entity alignment, the LCS-LDA (Longest Common Subsequence and Latent Dirichlet Allocation) algorithm [7] added topic features to similar attributes by constructing a topic-word feature matrix to improve the alignment accuracy. In addition, more entity text features were obtained for entity alignment in [8] , and an algorithm based on attribute labels, categories and text keywords was proposed to complete the encyclopedic entity alignment. A relatively complete Chinese knowledge base architecture was then established, but as [7] noted, the disadvantage of [8] is that it also utilizes only the shallow semantics of the entities. Chen et al. [9] selected candidate entities by editing the distance to improve the recall rate and used surface semantics, deep semantics and the empty entity feature to perform supervised sorting learning to complete entity matching; however, this approach required a significant amount of marking data, and the experimental results should be improved.
In recent years, with the development of deep learning, knowledge graph embedding technology has been successfully applied to the field of entity alignment. First, Guo et al. [10] used the random walk algorithm to generate long path dependencies in the knowledge bases and used the recurrent neural network and the residual network to model the long path relationships, which improved the convergence speed and performance of the entity alignment. Second, Sun et al. [11] proposed an iterative entity alignment method based on bootstrapping to transform the entity alignment into a classification problem. It is expected that the learned embeddings have the highest entity alignment likelihood, so the limit-based objective function is used to make the trained embeddings more discriminative. However, the important roles of entity semantic aggregation and relationship/attribute attention in entity alignment are not considered, and the experimental results should be improved.
Kong et al. [12] employed the generated probability model to merge heterogeneous entity attributes by using exponential families, handled missing values, and utilized local sensitive hashing modes to reduce candidate tuples and accelerate the alignment process. He et al. [13] proposed an interactive model that used attribute triples to alternate between entity alignment and attribute alignment, where many high-quality aligned entity pairs were generated. He et al. [13] then used these alignment entity pairs to train a relationship model so that they could use the relationship triples to further align the remaining entities. In addition, Chen et al. [14] separately encoded the entities in each language knowledge base and then used three cross-language methods-axis calibration, translation vectors, and linear transformations-to complete the entity alignment. Further, Zhu et al. [15] proposed an iterative and parameter sharing method to improve alignment accuracy. Next, Hao et al. [16] utilized entity alignment seeds to perform multiple knowledge base entity alignments in the unified vector space. However, the semantic support of various attributes for entities should be different. Guan et al. [17] used manual attribute attention and self-iteration methods to improve alignment performance, but this artificial method of introducing attention weights cannot well reflect the distribution of the data itself. Since the TransH [26] , TransD [27] and IEAJKE [15] algorithms do not consider the important roles of entity semantic integration and attribute weights in entity alignment, the experimental results should be improved. In addition, the AttrE [28] algorithm uses frequency ratios of relationships and attributes as weights for entity alignment, but lacks the ability to capture the importance of semantic aggregation generated by many attributes of entities in the entity alignment process.
The accuracy rate of the research on entity alignment described above is not very high because of two disadvantages: each approach either does not introduce semantic integration with weights or requires a significant amount of manpower to mark training data. Aiming at these problems, an entity alignment algorithm based on semantic aggregation and attribute attention (EASA) is proposed to improve the accuracy of entity alignment. The EASA method uses semantic aggregation generated by many attributes and attribute values of entities and an attention mechanism for the entity alignment process while using an unsupervised method to reduce the cost of data marking. Compared with other entity alignment methods, the proposed entity alignment algorithm, EASA, can achieve state-of-the-art effects on real datasets and has advanced and superior performance.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• The idea of semantic aggregation and attribute attention is introduced for entity alignment;
• A new entity alignment algorithm EASA is proposed;
• The unsupervised method is used to reduce the cost of manually marking data, and experimental state-of-theart effects are achieved at last. The remaining sections of this paper are organized as follows. First, the related works are described in section II. Second, the problem definition is presented in section III. The semantic computation process of the entity alignment algorithm is then introduced in section IV, and the experimental results are shown in section V. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
In May 2012, Google launched Google Knowledge Graph 1 to significantly enhance its search engine results, marking a new era in the business exploration of the semantic Web. Since then, the scientific research community and industry have invested a substantial amount of manpower and material resources in the ecological construction of knowledge maps. Microsoft's Probase, Google's Knowledge Vault, Fudan's CN-DBpedia and other knowledge bases have been published one after another. How to integrate many knowledge bases to realize large-scale commercial use is a complex and arduous task. Researchers in various countries have achieved some successful exploration. The knowledge of Yago [18] mainly comes from three data sources: Wikipedia, WordNet and GeoNames. Based on rules and heuristic methods, WordNet lexical definitions and the Wikipedia classification system are combined to construct a knowledge base with more complete semantic information and a larger scale. XLore [3] , based on the English Wikipedia, uses a series of cross-language technologies to link to three major Chinese encyclopedias, thus increasing knowledge coverage. Although there are some successful practices, there are still great difficulties and challenges in the alignment of knowledge bases due to computational complexity and data quality. At present, the main research works of entity alignment (also called entity resolution or entity matching) can be divided into the element-level alignment method and the structure-level alignment method according to different similarity theories. The former is based on the assumption that the two entities are consistent, and thus, their contexts are similar. The latter assumes that the two entities are equivalent, and thus, the information of adjacent nodes is similar.
A. ELEMENT-LEVEL ALIGNMENT
Attribute and context information play important roles in the support of entity semantics, so many research methods have been proposed for entity disambiguation. Zhang et al. [19] mentioned that the weights and importance of attributes played important roles in measuring whether entities with different names pointed to the same object in the real world or not. Raimond et al. [20] did not consider the different effects of different attributes on entity matching, and Volz et al. [21] manually assigned attribute weights or considered attribute weights valid only in specific cases in [22] , so Zhang et al. [19] combined attribute statistical information and distribution characteristics and proposed a more general method of attribute weight calculation for entity matching. The similarity between attributes was obtained by editing distance, jaroWinklerSimilarity and semantic distance, and the relevant mathematical proof was completed. The LCS-LDA algorithm [7] , which added topic features to similar attributes, improved the result of entity alignment. First, the authors constructed two knowledge bases of Baidu Encyclopedia and Hudong Encyclopedia and used the longest common subsequence algorithm to calculate attribute similarity to determine whether the two entities were linked to the same object in the real world. When the similarity score was lower than the threshold, the two entities were considered as not equivalent. Conversely, if the similarity value was greater than the upper bound of the threshold, they could be considered as matching entities. In addition, when the similarity score lay between the upper and lower bounds of the threshold value, it was shown that the attribute information was insufficient to provide complete information to determine whether the two entities matched, and then the entity contexts were further introduced. The author used the LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) topic model to model the contexts and obtained a topic-word feature probability matrix to enhance the experimental effect through the Gibbs sampling process. The experimental results showed that LCS-LDA proposed by the author could achieve better results in the fields of characters and movies than traditional attribute weighting and contextual keyword algorithms.
B. STRUCTURAL LEVEL ALIGNMENT
Element-level entity matching considers only its own feature information to measure the similarity, neglecting the important influences of the internal relations between entities on entity matching. This is obviously unreasonable because the entity matching work lacks the necessary complete semantics, which reduces the matching accuracy. The HolisticEM (holistic entity matching across knowledge graphs) algorithm [23] , based on Personalized Page Rank, was proposed to introduce entity relations to integrate two datasets. First, the bag-of-word model was constructed to calculate the inverse document frequency (IDF) scores, and the entity attributes were divided into different importance groups. After the IDF scores were selected, a group of equivalent entities with similar attributes were selected as the initial seeds. The matching entity pairs were then iteratively expanded to converge. The extended method was to add (e 1 , e 2 ) to the candidate matching entity pair if the equivalent two entities were connected to two entities of the same type e 1 and e 2 , respectively. Of course, conflicts were introduced in this process, and the solution in [23] was to use entity local information such as sharing the same attribute values and ''marriage stability'' heuristics. The similarity scores of candidate matching entity pairs were then initialized, and the PPR (Personalized Page Rank) propagation scores were used to select the high-scoring entity pairs as the matching entities. Globerson et al. [24] mentioned that the difficulty in entity parsing was the ambiguity of the named entities themselves with the existence of polysemy and the possible inability to find the corresponding entities in the knowledge bases. When the information was insufficient for the correct entity resolution, the author considered the other entities concerned to solve the problem. Because the document and knowledge base entities were not necessarily strongly related, the main goal of [24] was how to find the valid entities for entity parsing. First, the author introduced a simple star model, considered other entities directly connected to the entities to be parsed and took the most relevant k entities for entity parsing through statistical scores. However, the method of taking top k elements directly seemed to be somewhat simple. The influence of some important entities on the resolution would be missed, so the author then proposed an attention mechanism to improve the accuracy of entity resolution.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
This section describes the relevant terms of this paper and their corresponding mathematical representation.
A. KNOWLEDGE BASE AND TRIPLES
We define the knowledge base as KG = (E, R, S) and the instance triple as (head, relation, tail) in Table 1 , abbreviated as (h, r, t). Uppercase E, R and S represent the sets of head and tail entities, relations or attributes and triple set, respectively, so there is h ∈ E, r ∈ R and t ∈ E. Each entity and relation or attribute embedding takes values in R d and the weight-detected vector u also takes values in R d . In the triple (Subject, Predicate, Object), if the term Object is an entity, the term Predicate is called an object attribute, and if the Object is a literal, the term Predicate is called a data attribute. Particularly, although our datasets contain entity relationships, attributes, and ontology classification information, we do not distinguish them in this paper. They are collectively called attributes because our method focuses on self-learning of attribute weights, which can fully learn the statistical distribution information of data during entity alignment embedding process. In addition, we define the triples (h i , r ij , t ik ) and (h i , r ix , t iy ) to share the entity h i , where h i ∈ E, r ij , r ix ∈ R and t ik , t iy ∈ E. Figure 1 is shown as an example where (r 11 , r 12 , r 13 ) represent the relationships or attributes and (t 11 , t 12 , t 13 ) represent the values of the relationships or attribute values, which share the same entity h 1 . The terms h 1 and h 2 represent head entities. The term h + 1 represents a semantic aggregation head entity generated by a positive sampling, and h − 1 represents a semantic aggregation head entity generated by a negative sampling. Suppose there are multiple knowledge bases = {KG i |KG i = (E i , R i , T i )} of heterogenous and complementary triples. That is, an entity in a KG has its counterparts in other KGs in different languages or surface names. We call these entities synonymous entities, and the task of entity alignment is to automatically find and align them. 
B. KNOWLEDGE BASE EMBEDDING
The main idea of knowledge base embedding is to represent entities, relationships and attributes in the knowledge base as low-dimensional, dense vectors. TransE [25] has become the mainstream technology of knowledge base embedding due to its simple and efficient features, and many researchers have extended it. TransE assumes h + r t in vector space with the problem of a strict requirement on the relationship of triples, so TransH [26] partially alleviated this problem by mapping head and tail entities to the relationship plane. In addition, TransD [27] asserted that the meaning represented by the relationship is no longer unique. For example, the location relationship can represent the relationship between mountains-countries or regions-countries, so TransD uses a dynamic mapping matrix to embed the knowledge bases.
IV. THE EASA METHOD
This section introduces the implementation process of the entity alignment algorithm EASA. It is divided into five parts: overall framework, entity semantic aggregation, introduction of attribute attention, calculation of loss function and implementation details. Overall framework. This diagram shows the semantic calculation process of the EASA algorithm. It introduces entity semantic aggregation and attribute attention where (r 11 , r 12 , r 13 ) represent attributes of the head entity h 1 and (t 11 , t 12 , t 13 ) represent the attribute values of the head entity h 1 . u is called the weight-detected vector, and each attribute vector will be dot producted with u to get the weight of the attribute. In particular, the parameters of u will be updated during the entity alignment training process to better capture the weights of the attributes, which helps improve the performance of entity alignment. In entity semantic space, it can be seen that head entity h 1 is close to semantic aggregation head entity h + 1 generated by positive sampling, but far from semantic aggregation head entity h − 1 generated by negative sampling. VOLUME 8, 2020 vector parameters. We will give a more detailed presentation below.
B. ENTITY SEMANTIC AGGREGATION
As shown in Figure 2 , attributes (r 11 , r 12 , r 13 ) and attribute values (t 11 , t 12 , t 13 ) have the same header entity h 1 , resulting in (h 1 , r 11 , t 11 ), (h 1 , r 12 , t 12 ), (h 1 , r 13 , t 13 ), where the semantics of an entity are derived from the aggregation of its attributes and attribute values. The semantic aggregation computation of head entities is derived from Equation (1), and Equation (2) is also valid. Figure 2 shows that many attributes (r 11 , r 12 , r 13 ) and attribute values (t 11 , t 12 , t 13 ) share the semantics of the header entity h 1 on average, which is not very reasonable.
C. INTRODUCTION OF ATTRIBUTE ATTENTION
Zhang et al. [19] noted that each attribute should have different weights and should be assigned different attentions to participate in the calculation of entity semantics. For example, for the two attributes of name and gender, the probability of the same name was much less than that of the same gender. In [17] , entity alignment was achieved by manually adding weights. As an example, the name of a movie is more important than its other attributes and thus should be given a higher weight. However, this artificial method of introducing attention weights cannot well reflect the distribution of the data itself. Further, in [19] , attribute weights were automatically generated through the characteristics of the data themselves in the process of entity alignment, which is also used in our paper. The calculation of the weights can be obtained by Equation (3). After introducing the attention weights, Equation (2) is treated accordingly, and Equation (4) is obtained.
D. CALCULATION OF LOSS FUNCTION
To learn the parameters of the entity alignment algorithm EASA, the energy function is defined as
The loss function is defined as
where [x] + = {0, x} represents the maximum between 0 and x, γ > 0 is the margin hyperparameter, and
Finally, our alignment algorithm EASA computation flowchart is shown in Algorithm 1. 
5: cnt = 0 6: while loss > θ and cnt < n do 7: for h ∈ E, r ∈ R and t ∈ E do 8: (h , r, t ) ← sample(S (h,r,t) ) 9: normalize embeddings of (h, r, t, h , t , u) 10: 11: a ← r * u 12: if γ + f (r + t, h) − f (r + t , h ) > 0 then 13: update embeddings of (h, r, t, h , t , u) 14: end if 15: end for 16: end while E. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS First, we use stochastic gradient descent (SGD) as our optimizer to update embeddings and obtain the low-dimensional dense vectors of all entities according to Algorithm 1. Second, we calculate the similarity scores of the entities of different knowledge bases. For example, the Manhattan or Euclidean distance between entities h 1 and h 2 is
We then take the two entities with the minimum distance score in the different knowledge bases to be aligned entity pairs. Finally, we evaluate the performance of the different entity alignment methods.
V. EXPERIMENTS
This section describes our dataset construction, evaluation indicators, parameter settings and experimental results. 
A. CONSTRUCTION OF DATASETS
We collected data from the military fields in Baidu Encyclopedia 2 and Hudong Encyclopedia 3 and extracted triples from the infobox, named Dataset-1 with a small scale. Similarly, we collected the entertainment dataset from Baidu Encyclopedia and Hudong Encyclopedia, named Dataset-2 with a large scale. In addition, DBP-YAGO 4 contains aligned entities between DBP and LGD, GEO, and YAGO, respectively. Taking DBP-YAGO for example, we randomly extracted thousands of reference entity alignment from the English version of DBpedia to YAGO, named Dataset-3. Our experimental datasets are shown in Table 2 , where n − entity represents the number of entities, n − relation is the number of relations and n − triple represents the total number of fact triples. For convenience of calculation, we merged the triples of Hudong Encyclopedia and Baidu Encyclopedia.
B. EVALUATION INDICATORS
• Hits@1: if the candidate entity with the highest score is the correct aligned entity, the exact number of Hits@1 adds 1. The accurate number of aligned entities divided by the total number of aligned entities is Hits@1. The greater the number of Hits@1 is, the better the alignment algorithm is.
• Hits@10: if there is a correct aligned entity in the top 10 candidate entities with the highest scores, the exact number of Hits@10 increases by 1. The exact number of aligned entities divided by the total number of aligned entities is Hits@10. The greater the number of Hits@10 is, the better the alignment algorithm is.
• MeanRank: we record the index of the correct aligned entity in the total number of aligned entities each time.
The sum of the indexes divided by the total number of aligned entities is MeanRank. The smaller the Mean-Rank value is, the better the alignment algorithm is.
C. PARAMETER SETTINGS
Like TransE (Translation-based Embedding) [25] , our entity alignment algorithm EASA has many superarguments. The range of the margin value γ is among {0.5, 1.0, 1.5}, the value range of entity or relational vector dimension d is among {50, 100, 150, 200}, the range of learning rate λ is among {0.001, 0.005, 0.01}, and the range of training times n is among {500, 1000, 2000, 3000}. By a grid search, the experimental results show that the optimal parameters are as follows: γ =1.0, λ=0.001, n=3000. Table 3 , we used TransH [26] , TransD [27] , IEAJKE [15] and AttrE [28] for comparative experiments. The TransH, TransD and IEAJKE algorithms do not consider the important roles of entity semantic integration and attribute weights in entity alignment. In addition, the AttrE algorithm uses frequency ratios of relationships and attributes as weights for entity alignment, but lacks the ability to capture the importance of semantic aggregation generated by many attributes of entities in the entity alignment process, so our proposed entity alignment algorithm based on semantic aggregation and attribute attention, named EASA, achieves better entity alignment performance. As seen in Table 3 , both Hits@1 and Hits@10 are the best, with Hits@1 5.54%, 5.82% and 4.37% greater in Dataset-1, Dateset-2 and Dataset-3 than the second, respectively. Even the MeanRank indicator is ranked second in Dataset-1, Dataset-2 and Dataset-3.
D. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

As shown in
1) DATASET-1 VS DATASET-2
We used Dataset-1 with a small scale and Dataset-2 with a large scale for entity alignment experiments. The number of Dataset-2 triples is 20 times the number of Dataset-1 triples. As seen in Table 3 , (1) Hits@1 and Hits@10 of our entity alignment method are higher in Dateset-2 with a large scale than in Dataset-1 with a small scale. (2) In Dataset-1 with a small scale, the entity alignment performance is susceptible to data noise, but in Dataset-2 with a large scale, the effect of data noise on the entity alignment performance is diminished.
(3) Our entity alignment method with semantic integration and attribute attention is effective and has better entity alignment generalization ability.
2) PARAMETER ANALYSIS
As seen in Table 4 , our algorithm EASA has fewer parameters in the entity alignment process. From Table 3 and Table 4 , we can observe the following: (1) Compared to TransH, TransD has better entity alignment performance but requires more parameters and limited performance for improved entity alignment. For example, TransD on Hits@1 of Dataset-1 and Dataset-2 compared to TransH increases by only 0.67% and 1.75%, respectively. (2) Our entity alignment algorithm EASA not only has fewer parameters but also has important performance improvements for entity alignment. For example, our EASA algorithm improves by 8.47% and 10.4% on Hits@1 of Dataset-1 and Dataset-2 respectively, compared to TransH.
(3) This experiment shows that our proposed entity alignment algorithm with semantic integration and attribute attention not only is effective but also has fewer parameters and faster calculation speed.
E. DISCUSSION Table 3 shows a comparison of the EASA algorithm and other entity alignment algorithms in Chinese and English datasets. Intuitively, the more obvious the difference between attributes, the more favorable it is to distinguish the semantics of different entities, which is more conducive to the improvements of the entity alignment effects. The term Weight_1 in Table 5 represents the attribute weight trained by the entity alignment algorithm EASA, and the term Weight_2 represents the attribute weight trained by the entity alignment algorithm AttrE. From Table 5 , we can get that the Weight_1 values are greater than the Weight_2 values, and the Weight_1 difference of different attributes is more obvious than Weight_2. For example, the Weight_1 difference The difference of the former is larger than that of the latter, which indicates that the attribute attention calculation method proposed by EASA algorithm is more effective. Note that, this is also true when Weight_1 and Weight_2 are normalized to the same value range.
2) THE DEGREE OF DIFFERENTIATION OF SEMANTIC INTEGRATION
The greater the degree of integrated semantic discrimination between different entities is, the better the performance of the entity alignment algorithm is. Table 6 compares the ranking scores of the correctly matching entities in the entity alignment algorithms AttrE and EASA. The term Rank_1_score is the entity similarity score of the 1st correctly matched entity, and the term Rank_2_score is the similarity score of the 2nd wrong matching entity. The term Difference_value is the value obtained by subtracting the Rank_1_score from the Rank_2_score. The larger the difference value is, the better the effect of the entity alignment is. The results in Table 6 demonstrate the effectiveness of the semantic integration calculation method proposed in the EASA algorithm.
3) SUFFICIENCY OF THE DATA TRAINING
The algorithm AttrE divides the data into relational and attribute triples, and performs model training in different semantic spaces, resulting in partial semantic missing for entity alignment. At the same time, there is insufficient data training, causing AttrE's MeanRank indicator to be too high with a score of 47 in Dataset-1 and a score of 210 in Dataset-2 from Table 3 . However, in our EASA alignment algorithm, relational triples and attribute triples are trained in the same semantic space, not only fully training the data with a lower MeanRank score, but also providing the attribute weights and semantic integration information needed for the entity alignment process, thus enhancing the effects of the entity alignment.
For the entity alignment process, better differentiation of attribute weights, greater semantic differences between different entities, and more adequate training of data will help to improve entity alignment effects.
VI. CONCLUSION
Various knowledge bases published by different individuals or groups on the web have the problem of heterogeneity. Many effective methods are used to solve the heterogeneity problems between multiple knowledge bases, which can promote the development of the Linked Data Project. Currently, the iterative entity alignment method based on TransE has become the mainstream approach, but it has the disadvantage of ignoring the importance of semantic aggregation for entity alignment. Aiming at this problem, an EASA algorithm is proposed in this paper that has improved the accuracy of encyclopedia entity alignment. Our main conclusions are as follows:
• The cost of human-tagged data has been reduced through unsupervised learning;
• The accuracy of entity alignment has been improved by the proposed entity alignment algorithm based on semantic aggregation and attribute attention.
We have completed a semantic integration between different knowledge bases through the entity alignment technology. In the future, we will build an advanced knowledge base question-answering system based on this unified semantic knowledge base.
